The cross-disciplinary activity of modelling and simulation is the core of the scientific activities addressing the complexity of nature. In this context, we need reliable computational environments to integrate heterogeneous representations coming from different scientific fields. Therefore, such environments must be able to integrate heterogeneous formalisms in the same model and assist the modeller for the design and implementation of models, the definition of the experimental frames and the analysis of simulation results. The aim of this article is to introduce a tool supporting all these features, the Virtual Laboratory Environment (VLE). VLE is a software and an API which supports multi-modelling, simulation and analysis. It addresses the reliability issue by using recent developments in the theory of modelling and simulation proposed by Zeigler. We present VLE in the context of the modelling and simulation cycle and show the effectiveness of the tool with a multimodel of fireman fighting a fire spread.
Introduction
A large part of the scientific activity is oriented toward the integration of cross-disciplinary knowledges. This is particularly true in the Environmental Sciences (ES), where disciplines such as physics, biology, ecology and economy are the different faces of the same object under study. This inter-disciplinary increases the necessary amount of knowledges that we have to integrate in order to understand the dynamic of complex systems. Moreover, discipline such as ES encounter major difficulties when they want to perform experiments on natural systems. Indeed, the large spatial and temporal scales for instance, prohibit numerous replications of experiments. To avoid these difficulties, ES uses computer based models in order to perform virtual experiments. Until now, the majority of models are developed using programming languages and/or using simulation softwares that do not explicitly propose the tools for the integration of heterogeneous models. The increasing complexity in systems modelling and simulation (M&S) needs reliable softwares. Thus, there is a need for complete software environments dedicated to multi-disciplinary modelling and simulation (M&S). Some tools exist such as Modelica [1] or AToM3 [2] . The former is oriented towards the industry and the latter towards the research in M&S. The aim of our works is in between, i.e. between applied and theoretical M&S. It is to develop a computational environment dedicated to the researches in the ES. We comment this point at the beginning of the discussion.
Heterogeneous knowledges are supported by heterogeneous languages or formalisms. M&S is the keystone that articulate the representations shared between different disciplines. It provides numerous formalisms and computational methods,
The integration of several formalisms in a new one: We can cite Vangheluwe [8] who introduced the DEA (Differential Algebraic Equations), Zeigler [9] with the DEV&DESS and Barros [10] with the Heterogeneous Flow System Specification (HFSS) for the integration of continuous and discrete time systems. The specification of all sub-systems in one unique formalism: This approach implies to rewrite all sub-models using one common formalism. The co-simulation approach: Every sub-model has its own simulator specific to its own formalism. The main difficulty here is to couple these simulators.
Our works consider the second and the third aspect of multi-formalism M&S. That is why we have based the development of our tool upon the operational and formal framework defined by Zeigler [9] and Kim and Kim [11] . These frameworks address both the technical and the theoretical issues of multi-formalism.
Another important aspect regarding the M&S tools is the possibility to deal with all the phases of the classical M&S cycle (Fig. 1) .
In this cycle, the modeller begins by designing the model. This model can be specified using one or several formalisms. Secondly, the modeller implements the model. Thirdly, the modeller defines an experimental frame (value of the parameters, observation methods, number of replicas, etc.). Finally, the results are analyzed. This is a cycle since we can reiterate actions after the analysis by modifying either the experimental frame, the implemented model or the formal model.
In this paper, we introduce a new framework for the multi-modelling, simulation and analysis of complex systems, the Virtual Laboratory Environment. We first give an overview of VLE recalling the operational and formal background of our works and the general architecture of the framework. Thereafter, we present the tool in the context of the M&S cycle. Then, we give an example of a multi-model implemented using VLE. We close this paper by a discussion and some opened works.
Overview of the Virtual Laboratory Environment (VLE)

Formal and operational background
Our works take place in the context of th M&S theory defined by Zeigler [12] . M&S theory tends to be as general as possible. It addresses major issues of computer sciences: from artificial intelligence to model design and distributed simulations, M&S theory aims to develop a common framework (formal and operational) for the specification of dynamical systems.
Following Vangheluwe [8] , we think that the Discrete Event System Specification formalisms (DEVS) is a good candidate to be a common denominator for multi-modelling. Indeed, it has been shown that classical or timed automata, discrete time systems, Petri net and state charts for instance, can be considered as DEVS sub-formalism [9] . Even, continuous systems can be approximated using DEVS integrators. Many formal extensions to DEVS were carried out, therefore, we advise the second edition of Zeigler's book [9] to have an overall picture of these works.
DEVS defines an atomic model as a set of input and output ports and a set of state transition functions. Every atomic model can be coupled with one or several other atomic model in order to build a coupled model. This operation can be repeated to form a hierarchy of coupled models. The set of atomic and coupled models and their connections is named the structure of the model. One important point is that DEVS is an operational formalism, i.e. it provides the algorithms (the abstract simulators) that implement the formal models. VLE is based on an extension of DEVS, the Dynamic Structure Discrete Event formalism (DSDE) [13] which provides the abstract simulators for:
Parallel DEVS (PDEVS) [9] for the parallelization of atomic models. Dynamic Structure DEVS (DSDEVS) [14] for the M&S of systems where drastic changes of structures and behaviors can occurred over time.
The implementation of the DSDE abstract simulators gives to VLE the ability to simulate distributed models and to load and/or delete atomic and coupled models at runtime. VLE proposes several simulators for particular formalisms. In addition to DSDE, VLE implements three others DEVS extensions:
The Quantified State System (QSS) [15] for the resolution of differential equation systems with a quantification method. The Cellular Automata DEVS (CellDEVS) [16] for the M&S of spatialized systems. The CellQSS specification [17] , the association of CellDEVS and QSS extensions for the resolution of spatialized differential equation systems.
Moreover, VLE owns DEVS simulators for:
The integration of ordinary differential equations using the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method. The implementation of a discrete time method for the resolution of difference equations. The simulation of Petri nets.
Staying in a ''DEVS world", we ensure the compatibility of models at formal and operational levels. Then, we can couple simulators with a well known algorithmic. These algorithms can be found in [9] . As it is not always possible to adopt a common formalism for all sub-models of a system, we have implemented the DEVS-Bus introduced by Kim [11] . DEVS-Bus enables interoperating with diverse discrete event or discrete time modelling formalisms. Any formalism we want to integrate can be wrapped in a DEVS abstract simulator [18] , this is the co-simulation approach.
General architecture
As we have said in the previous section, VLE is oriented toward the integration of heterogeneous formalisms. Furthermore, VLE is able to integrate specific models developed in most popular programming languages into one single multi-model. To achieve that, VLE provides complete libraries named VLE Foundation Libraries (VFL) and tools for models design and simulation. In the following, we introduce the VLE architecture and Application Programming Interface (Fig. 2) .
There are five applications in VLE environment based on the VFL, each one using a set of particular components (i.e. plugins): GVLE is a graphical user interface. It provides tools to visually construct a hierarchy of coupled models. A modelling plugin can be use to define and to modify the behaviour of atomic models displaying a text editor where DEVS functions can be coded. Moreover, GVLE enables the definition of experimental frames. EOV, the Eyes Of VLE, is a graphical application which displays the values of states during simulation. EOV is a set of visualization plug-ins. A particular plug-in defines the type of visualization like colored grided surfaces or curves for instance. VLE is the core of the environment. The four other applications depend on VLE (that is why the name of this application is the same as the general framework). VLE implements the DEVS abstracts simulators and the extensions cited in the previous section. To perform simulations, VLE records the experimental frame generated by GVLE and then dynamically loads simulation and visualisation components of EOV and finally connect them to the DEVS-Bus. The Simulation plug-ins simulate the behaviours of the DEVS atomic models and VLE coordinates the simulation. AVLE (Analysis for VLE) is a graphical interface binding the experimental frame defined by GVLE and the R statistical tool [19] . RVLE (R for VLE) is a R-Package to build experimental frames, to launch the simulation and to get the results of the simulation within the R environment.
The VLE framework is written in the standardized C++ programming language [20] . C++ ensures the compatibility with a large number of operating systems and the interoperability with the major programming languages as Java, Fortran or Python for instance. We increase the portability of VLE using the portable libraries provided by the GNU Project [21] . The choices of C++, the GNU libraries and the concepts of components have made the VLE an efficient and portable environment, easily modifiable and fast to develop.
VLE and the modelling and simulation cycle
In this section, we describe the M&S activity using VLE. We refer to the M&S cycle shown by Fig. 1 . This way, we illustrate how the modeller uses VLE and realizes the complete cycle. The sub-sections correspond to an action (boxes) of the figure.
We do not present the implementation phase of the cycle because it is model dependent and mainly an hand coding task. It corresponds to the implementation of the functional interface presented in Section 3.3.
Modelling
GVLE, the Graphical User Interface for VLE, sustains the modelling activity. GVLE modelling components are represented by pictures in the GUI. One component is associated with one atomic model. Using this interface, the modeller can couple models together in order to build coupled models. Atomic and coupled models are represented by black boxes.
1 Doing that, the modeller build a hierarchy of coupled models. The whole hierarchy is shown on the left window as illustrated by Fig. 3 . The modelling components, or plug-ins, own informations about the dynamics of models they instantiate. They define which simulation components must be used and some other features specific to particular simulation components. For instance, the ordinary differential equation component [18] of Fig. 3 specifies the number and the form of the equations to solve. In addition to the pre-defined modelling components, the modeller can use a generic component which represents a generic atomic DEVS model. The modeller uses this component to define a particular dynamic embedded in DEVS.
Results of the modelling activity (i.e. the definition of the structure and the dynamics of models) are stored in a particular XML format, the VPZ (Virtual laboratory Project Zip) XML application file. 
Experimental design
In addition to the structure and the dynamic of models, the VPZ format stores the experimental frame. In the experimental design phase, the modeller chooses the states to observe and how to look at their evolution over time, i.e. the visualization component to use. Moreover, the modeller defines the initial conditions and the duration of the simulation. The modeller can define the variation domain for the initial parameters. Thereafter, VLE computes the number of simulations needed to achieve the experimental plan. The default behavior is an exhaustive experimental plan (i.e. the cross-product of initials conditions) (see Fig. 4 ).
In VLE, we have defined two particular types of port in addition to input and output ports in DEVS models: the initialization and state ports. Initialization ports receive initial values of parameters. State port are connected to one or several measure objects which receive the state values under observation. Then, the measure object sent values to a specialized component. Fig. 5 illustrates the use of state ports in VLE. The values of observed states can be treated by visualization components or storage components.
The measures can be triggered in two ways:
The modeller defines a time step and the simulator inserts the measure events in the simulator scheduler. We call them ''discrete measures". When an internal or external transition occurs, the associated simulator receives measure events at the same time. The measure event is treated just after the transition event. We call them ''event measures".
Event measures do not modify model states. Such modifications could occurred for discrete measures. To avoid state changes when an observation occurs, the function managing discrete measures has the following prototype:
Value observation(const ObservationEvent& event) const;
The C++ keyword const at the end of the definition indicates that it is not possible to change the value of the members of the class. This assert that the modeller cannot change the states of models by using this function.
The RVLE application presented in Section 2.2 can be used for the design of experimental frames. Indeed, it is possible to generate experiment plans by using specialized R packages (the classical methods for linear sensitivity analysis for instance). RVLE translates the generated set of parameters values into the VPZ format, runs the simulations and returns the results into R objects.
Once the modelling and experimental design activities are ended, the VPZ file contains all the necessary informations that the VLE core program needs to perform simulations. The modeller can reproduce exactly the same experimental frame by Fig. 4 . Definition of experimental frame. The window on the left is used to set the initial conditions. In the center window, the modeller defines the state variables to observe and the visualization component to use. The right window defines the duration of the simulation. It controls the simulation by using the run, pause and stop actions.
reusing an existing VPZ file, even for the stochastic models. Indeed, the seed of the pseudo-random number generator is recorded in the VPZ file.
Simulation
The VLE core program performs the simulations. It first parses the VPZ file. Doing that, it gets all the necessary informations in concern with the model structures, dynamics and experimental frame. Thereafter, the VLE core program loads the useful simulation and visualization components, and builds the coupled models network. Then, it sends an initialization message to every model and starts the simulation.
VLE implements the abstract simulators of the DSDE and the DEVS extensions. It uses the Parallel DEVS technique [9] . We have implemented a risk-free (i.e. conservative) algorithm for the Parallel DEVS simulation. This algorithm uses a global minimum synchronization time and performs collections of simultaneous output and events distribution.
All atomic models inherit the Dynamics class to build simulation component. The Dynamics class is a functional interface to bind coordinators and users' models. The following Dynamics's functions can be overloaded by the user: The first one, the constructor of the class, processes the initialization events. The second one gives the current state of a model at a specified time. In the following section, we show how the measures performed on a model are returned to the modeller for analysis.
Analysis
Analysis of model behaviors can be either qualitative or quantitative. In the first case, the modellers use visualization tools. In the second case, they use statistical tools. VLE does not own such tools but provides several format for data saving to be compatible with the most popular statistical tool. The simpler way is to directly store data in text files. VLE records one (StatDataML) . Thus, the user can directly load the simulation results in a statistical software such as R, Splus, MATLAB or Octave for instance. Moreover, VLE proposes the RVLE (see Section 3.1) to embed VLE within R. Analysis can be performed from this tool, well known for its numerous statistical methods. The AVLE application (see Section 3.1) is a GUI to make simple analysis of data using the R libraries. It is able to read VPZ files generated by the GVLE application, and to generate graphics considering the VPZ contents.
For the qualitative analysis, VLE provides the EOV application. EOV owns the visualization and storing components. The visualisation components draw the evolution of the states of models at runtime. They are developed using inheritance of the specific EOV class. Nowadays, the VLE framework proposes the following visualisation components: 2D gridded data. 2D or 3D continuous spatialized data. Curves, histograms. Gauges to visualize values between a minimum and a maximum.
In the next section, we illustrate the effectiveness of the VLE environment to address multi-modelling by considering an agent model of firemen fighting against fire spread triggered by pyromaniacs.
Example
In this section, we illustrate the multi-modelling process within the VLE environment with an example. We model firemen fighting against the fire spread initiated by pyromaniacs. This model shows how VLE is used to integrate several formalisms and how it can addresses issues related to complex systems M&S. In this example, we couple spatialized ordinary differential equations embedded in a cellular automaton [17] and simple agents specified with the dynamic structure DEVS formalism [22] .
Modelling
Two types of agent interact with the forest, the pyromaniacs and the firemen. For simplicity here, these two types of agents perform random walks.
Forest model
The fire spreading is modelled using the Cell-QSS extension [17] which merge the behaviour of a cellular automaton (Cell-DEVS, [16] ) and an ordinary differential equations integrator (QSS, [23] ). The forest model is a cellular automaton. Each cell represents a part of the forest and is characterized by the biomass r v of the combustible, and the average temperature T. We consider the following differential system [24] : where T is the average temperature of the cell; T a the ambient temperature; k the factor between ambient temperature and T; K the diffusion factor to the neighbourhood of the cell; DT the laplacian of T; Q the characteristics factor of propensity to spread the neighbourhood of the cells; r v the mass of remaining combustible. The Cell-QSS extension model spatialized ODE and we use it to control the fire propagation; a is the combustion speed.
An inert cell will switch to state ''fire" if it reaches a temperature called ignition T ig . The cell switches to an inert state if its temperature is lower than T ig .
We approximate the laplacian (i.e. the sum of the second derivative in comparison with the neighbourhood space). Thus, it is possible to specify the equation as a Cell-DEVS model (see [17] for a complete description).
Fireman and pyromaniac models
The ''agent" model (fireman and pyromaniac) is a finite state automata (see Fig. 6 ). It is connected to the ''move" model by its input port X moved and output port Y move . This model have two ports connected to the Cell-QSS model (a cell), X in an Y out (respectively, the input and output ports). The behavior of the agent model is a simple random walk. For each elementary displacement, the agent uses the state ''TEST" to check if it has to perturb the cell.
Move model
The ''move" model, is an executive DSDEVS model. It modifies the DEVS graph of the coupled model, (i.e. the connections between the cellular automaton and the agents). The behaviour of this model is a simple automaton. It waits for the request of an agent. When an event arrives on port X in , the ''move" model add a new connection (based on the associated event position value), destroys the old one, and finally sends an acknowledgment event to the model. This behaviour is illustrated by the state diagram on Fig. 7 . Fig. 8 shows the structure of the graph of coupled models. Here, the agent is coupled with the cell ''Forest12". The ''move" model is able to change connections to simulate the displacement of the agent on the cellular automaton.
Implementation
The implementation task in the cycle of modelling and simulation (see Fig. 1 ), is the writing of a source code starting from DEVS formal specifications. In VLE, the implementation of a DEVS model is achieved by an inheritance of the DEVS atomic model class, a DS-DEVS executive model class or another DEVS extension of the VLE framework. We present here the implementation of the models previously defined.
Forest
The forest is a Cell-QSS model. Cell-QSS is an extension in the VLE, i.e. a model (atomic or coupled) with a specific functionality. It is possible to use it without knowledge of DEVS. For instance, to implement an ODE system in VLE, the model class inherits from the QSS class and the modeller just defines the qss::compute abstract function to specify the equation. The modeller does not use the functions defining the DEVS interface (i.e. ta, d int , d ext , k and d con ). Nevertheless, if the modeller wants to modify the behaviour of QSS model, he can override these abstract functions inherited from the DEVS extension.
The Cell-QSS class works in the same way and adds some functionalities to the QSS class. It provides an API to check the neighbourhood state values, the temperature in our example, to update its own states. 
Agent model
The agent is a generic class. Pyromaniac and fireman classes inherits from the agent class for the displacement behavior (see Fig. 9 ), and add specificities for the management of the cellular automata perturbations. The agent class provides an Agent::perturb function which sends a new temperature to the cell and a Agent::test function to check if the Agent::perturb is allowed to change the temperature of the cell.
Move model
The ''move" model controls the connections of the agent. When it receives an order of modification, it builds the new connections and destroy the old ones. This model inherits from the devs::Executive class, in order to be able of manipulate the connection graph. The important operation is the internal transition function when connection changes occur. As the ''move" class inherits from the devs::Executive class, it can use a specific API which allows to build, remove, or change connections.
Simulation
The specification of the experimental frame is given by the VPZ file. It describes all the set up of the system: the graph of coupled models, how models are initialized and how to observe them. Nevertheless, when the number of model is high, writing this file by the hand or with the GVLE program is potentially a long and hard task. In order to simplify the construction of this file, we use a translator which automatically build a graph of models and connections and theirs initialization thanks to a specific input.
In the following example, we use the VLE MatrixTranslator which allows the automatic generation of lattice models (where each cell is an atomic or coupled DEVS model and connections depending on the type of neighbourhood, Moore or Von Neuman). The following listing is the VPZ syntax to use to specify a Cell-DEVS model: 1 <celldevs> 2 <grid> 3 < dim axe = "0" number = "20"/> 4 < dim axe = "1" number = "20"/> 5 </grid> 6 <cells connectivity = "moore" library = "firemanqsscell"> 7 < prefix>c</prefix> 8 </cells> 9 <agents> 10 <agent name = "pyromaniac_1" classname = "pyromaniac"> 11 <parameter x = "4" y = "17" value = "1.0"/> 12 </agent> 13 <agent name = "fireman_1" classname = "fireman"> 14 <parameter x = "3" y = "8" value = "À1.0"/> 15 </agent> 16 </agents> 17 </celldevs> Fig. 10 illustrates the use of the EOV application to display the evolution of the fire spread. 
Discussion
The discussion is divided in three parts. In order to better situated our work, the first part recalls the context of development of VLE and the second part compares it with similar projects and tools. In the last part, we discuss the characteristics and originalities of our environment.
Context of development
Our works have started with multi-disciplinary issues emerging from the interaction between computer scientists and biologists [25] . Considering these works, we think that the integration of heterogeneous models and the respect of the M&S cycle are the key issues to provide a complete and reliable software environment for natural complex systems modelling. So, VLE has evolved toward a complete multi-modelling and simulation environment [26] .
As we have said in Section 1, VLE is now oriented toward the Environmental Sciences (ES). It is used in many projects of major French research institutes 3 and funding by the French National Research Agency. 4 For instance, in the CHALOUPE project, VLE supports a model for the simulation of the dynamic of exploited marine biodiversity and the viability of fisheries. In the REMIGE project, VLE models the impact of climate changes on marine top predators. In the Record project, VLE is use to simulate agronomics and decisional models using sensitivity analysis and simulation based optimisation. Recent papers in concern with VLE have been published in international conferences [27, 28, 18] . These works have guided the development of VLE which had to fit with functional needs and objectives of very different multi-modelling applications. To be relevant, VLE has to be built at the same time on a strong theoretical basis and to offer the whole of the necessary tools for practitioners. That is why we said in Section 1 that our works is between theory and application.
Similar projects and tools
DEVS based tools
There is a large number of DEVS based simulators. A rigorous comparison of the performances or the implementation of simulators is very difficult, near impossible. One possibility is to choose a test model and implement it using the different tools. It is a very time consuming task. Moreover, the choice of the test model is not trivial.
We have consider some platforms based on the DEVS formalism with VLE. We have not compared the whole of platform's characteristics rather than focus on the main features of VLE: i.e. the implementation of major DEVS extensions, the experimental frames, the ability to perform distributed simulation, the separation between the dynamic of atomic models and theirs structure. We have considered the list provided by G. Wainer. References to platforms (ADEVS, CD++, DEVS/C++, DEVS/Java, JDEVS, etc.) can be found at http://www.sce.carleton.ca/faculty/wainer/standard/tools.htm.
Some of these platforms are specialized by modelling domain. We can cite CD++ [16] for the modelling of cellular automata models. CD++ implements specialized algorithms for optimization, parallelization and distribution but can be used to develop classic atomic DEVS model too. Another example is DEVS/Java, a simulator written in Java that illustrates the coupling of DEVS and HLA for distributed simulation. It permits now to model variable structures, differential equation systems and cellular spaces. Some others are particularly well adapted for DEVS modelling (DEVS/C++ for instance) but do not imple- ment experimental frames. ADEVS, a recent C++ library heavily based on generics programming to build efficient simulation but losing an easy way to reuse models.
We discuss the choice to develop a new DEVS kernel in the Section 5.3.
Multi-modelling environments
In the following, as far as we know, we present the four major multi-modelling environments:
AToM3 (A Tool for Multi-formalism and Meta-modelling) [29] is a modelling project lead by Vangheluwe at McGill University. Contributions fall in the field of meta-modelling which focus mainly on formalism modelling and on transitions between formalisms. Rube [30] is a software of modelling and visualization framework. It is based on OOPM, an object-oriented approach for the modelling of static or dynamic physical systems. The models are structured in hierarchies of homogeneous or heterogeneous models [31] .
Modelica is an object-oriented language for modelling engineering systems [1] . It results from an important international research group on multi-formalism modelling and simulation. Modelica allows the simulation of heterogeneous and complex systems provided by a numerous libraries. Modelica translates models into a unique sophisticated symbolic techniques to perform coupling. Ptolemy II [32] , is a framework of modelling and simulation based on the concept of components. It is also an object-oriented approach of modelling where the focus is on the assembly of concurrent components. Ptolemy II includes a suite of domains (continuous times, discrete-event, finite state machines, etc.) and a component library. Most components are domain polymorphic (i.e. they can operate in several domains). Ptolemy II uses the co-simulation approach for the coupling of domains.
We discuss the position of VLE regarding these tools in the following section.
Characteristics of VLE
The frameworks presented above (in Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2) are originals and can be use to model, simulate, analysis or visualize dynamics of complex systems. Nevertheless, they could not have been chosen to serve our needs. Indeed, several features dispersed between these tools had to be present in the same tool:
Multi-modelling abilities. A general formal basis for modelling dynamic systems and an associated operational semantic. A modular and hierarchical representation of the structure of coupled models with associated coupling and coordination algorithms. Coupling of pre-existing models. VLE proposes all these features in a unique environment. Rather than base our framework on a language (like Modelica), or a development methodology (like Rube or Ptolemy), we have chosen a formal basis which is general enough to potentially integrate new formalisms in the future [9] . Some works bring together software communities. For example, Barros uses the OOPM and DSDEVS [33] , or D'Abreu model continuous systems using Modelica and DEVS [34] . To our opinion, these works illustrate that DEVS is well adapted as a common formalism for multi-modelling, as propose by Vangheluwe [8] . Many formalism with explicit time can be embedded in DEVS. Moreover, formalisms where time is not explicit, like classical Petri net, finite state automata or state chart, can be specified using DEVS. Simulators of models that are not well suited to be specified in DEVS can be wrapped to the abstract simulators through the DEVS functions. In the same way, pre-existing models can be integrated in DEVS simulators.
Another important feature of VLE is its component based development. The models, the simulator and peripheral tools are organized in libraries. Components can be coupled together simply by specifying the structure of coupled models and the experimental frame in an XML application (the VPZ format). The separation of models from their behaviors may reduce the modelling complexity of real-world systems. It allows designers to easily construct candidate models with different structures while using the same components [9] .
The VPZ format gives VLE the ability to easily communicate with others applications. By parsing the VPZ file, and with the atomic model specifications, any other simulation tool is able to build and simulate the specified model, under the same experimental conditions. Then models in VLE are open to comparative verifications. This is a fundamental issue in complex scientific M&S activities. Moreover, the development of bridges between VLE and other modelling software open our framework to a wide community.
Finally, the VFL (VLE Foundation Libraries) are easily reusable by another software. For instance, RVLE, the VLE R package expands VLE possibilities (R provided very wide range of statistical and graphical tools) and the R users can keep their working environment and use VLE like another functions of the R language. Theses R functions, connected to the VFL, allow to load VPZ files, modify the experimental frames, and start simulation. These simulation can be on the local host or on a grid computing. For demonstration, we also provide a binding with the same functionality for the Python programming language.
Conclusion and perspectives
In this paper, we have presented the VLE framework. It is a complete and powerful DEVS environment for modelling, simulation and analysis of complex systems. We have mainly developed this environment to build a complete software that enables the complete realization of the modelling cycle (Fig. 1) . We have shown how the general architecture of VLE can support this cycle for multi-modelling through an example where a cellular automata, spatialized ordinary differential equations and a finite state automata are coupled 4.
Complex systems are better addressed considering the multi-modelling as a basis for there construction. Nowadays, the models are mainly developed using programming languages or simulation softwares that do not explicitly propose the tools for the integration of heterogeneous models. As VLE is based on the M&S theory defined by Zeigler [9] , it offers these tools to couple heterogeneous models and to simulate them relying on a formal basis. Moreover, the separation of the structures of models from their behaviours improve modularity and reuse of models. These are very important features considering scientific use of M&S:
The formal basis ensures that the coupled model is correctly simulated regarding the time advance and the dynamic of states. The specification of model structures and behaviours in a open format improve the communication and the verification of models. The model library increases development speed and reusability. The validation process is improved by the common observation method of DEVS models.
To summarize, we think that the use of VLE, can reduce the development time, increase the quality of models and simplify the necessary efforts for coupling heterogeneous models. It is very impacting on a research field such as Environmental Sciences for which we are developing models [27, 28] . In addition, we think that VLE is general enough to support other domains. Indeed, VLE enables continuous and/or discrete time models, spatial or not.
The concept of Translator we have briefly introduced in this paper seems very promising. These works are close to those in concern with model processing and meta-modelling (see De Lara and Vangheluwe [29] for instance). Some of our recent works on the DEVS specification of Multi-Agent Systems use the concept of Translator [22, 35] . It is a powerful tool to facilitate the development of domain-dependant applications. We are currently using the meta-modelling concept for simulation based optimization and the modelling of decision in cropping systems.
Informations concerning VLE, including sources, examples, models and documentations are available on the VLE website. 
